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Abstract: Parametric Finite Element (FE) simulations were performed to investigate the ultimate
flexural of different configurations of friction steel beam-to-column joints equipped with FREEDAM
(free from damage) dampers. The main aim of this study was to compare the effectiveness of
friction dampers featuring either single or multiple slotted holes, examining how these variations
influence the behavior of the joint and the devices under seismic loads. In particular, the ultimate
behavior of the connection (i.e., when the device reaches its maximum stroke) was investigated
to characterize the involvement of the bolts in shear, the bearing of the plates, and the yielding
of the supporting components. The analysis of bolt stress states revealed significant differences
influenced by the number of bolts and slots. The FE models were calibrated against the experimental
results obtained within the FREEDAM RFCS Project. These insights contribute to the design and
performance evaluation of steel beam-to-column joints with FREEDAM connections, in particular the
detailing of the haunch slots, laying the groundwork for future research and applications.

Keywords: FREEDAM connections; seismic dissipation; FEM simulations; slotted hole details;
ultimate behavior

1. Introduction

The evolution of seismic design strategies for steel structures has increasingly focused
on minimizing post-earthquake damage while ensuring structural integrity [1–4]. Modern
seismic codes are mainly based on the application of the capacity design principles, i.e.,
distinguishing dissipative and non-dissipative zones. Dissipative zones are expected to
undergo plastic deformations during earthquakes and are devoted to dissipating the energy,
whereas non-dissipative zones must remain elastic to avoid brittle failure mechanisms. Such
strategies, while effective in absorbing seismic energy, often result in structural damage
that is economically and functionally debilitating.

Innovations in seismic design have led to the development and application of addi-
tional energy dissipation mechanisms, like friction dampers [5]. Steel beam-to-column
joints equipped with friction devices dissipate seismic energy effectively and limit plas-
tic deformations into replaceable elements. This approach aligns with the modern trend
towards low-damage structures, which are increasingly preferred for their resilience and
cost-effectiveness in seismic regions [6].

Friction dampers are characterized by their stable and predictable response and the
localization of demand into easily replaceable parts, minimizing post-earthquake damage.
This adaptability allows their integration into various structural configurations, making
them one of the most promising solutions for seismic design. The effectiveness of these
dampers has been validated through numerous studies and applications across seismic-
prone regions, including Europe and Japan. Notably, European studies have focused on
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symmetric friction mechanisms [7,8] in contrast to the asymmetric friction mechanisms
explored in New Zealand [9–15].

The design of moment-resisting frames (MRFs) with friction dampers offers significant
advantages. It allows for decoupling the stiffness and the resistance of the joints, thus
enabling full-rigid and partial-strength behavior in accordance with [16].

A pivotal advancement in seismic supplementary dissipation strategies is embodied
in the FREEDAM (acronym of “free from damage”) devices (Figure 1), which are conceived
to ensure that beam-to-column connections elastically behave even after severe seismic
events, thereby preserving the structural integrity of buildings provided that the limit of
the device stroke is not overcome.
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The FREEDAM device is located under the lower beam flange and accommodates
large slippage that allows a relative rotation between the beam and the column by enforcing
a center of rotation in the stem of the upper T-Stub connecting the upper beam flange to
the column. The slippage of the damper develops through vertical slotted holes located in
the friction shims and horizontal slotted holes located in a haunch stiffener that is directly
connected to the beam.

The local details of the damper may affect the rotation capacity of the beam-to-column
assembly. In particular, the configuration of the slotted holes plays a key role in accommo-
dating the slippage and in transferring the shear force to the connected members. Therefore,
the study described in this paper aims to investigate the ultimate flexural behavior of
FREEDAM connections, varying the details of the slotted holes, namely, the configuration
with single slotted holes for a row of bolts is compared with a modified device with multiple
slotted holes corresponding to the number of bolts. This second type of configuration has
been designed to promote the bearing resistance of all bolts in the damper when its stroke
is reached, and other secondary mechanisms may occur, e.g., the yielding of the beam [17],
at the end of the haunch or local instability mechanisms in the web of the beam near the
bolted haunch. Addressing the innovation of this research, it is pivotal to highlight that the
comparative analysis of single versus multiple slotted holes configurations introduces a
novel approach in enhancing the structural integrity and resilience of FREEDAM connec-
tions. This investigation not only sheds light on the mechanical behavior under varying
conditions but also sets a precedent for the design and optimization of damper details,
contributing significantly to the field of energy dissipation devices.

To achieve this goal, FEM simulations using the software ABAQUS (ver.2017) have
been performed. Reference is made to the calibration reported in [7] and to the experimental
and numerical results obtained in [18] where the devices with single-slotted holes for row
of bolts have been investigated. A set of four friction dampers (FDs) was considered to
cover different structural geometries that are representative of typical European multi-story
steel MRFs. The analyses were performed under monotonic loading both in hogging and
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sagging flexural deformations. In Section 2, the set of the selected FDs is presented. In
Section 3, the FE modeling of the devices is reported, while in Section 4, a discussion of the
results is presented. Finally, based on the obtained results, the main conclusions are drawn.

2. Description of the Investigated Joints and Relevant Damper Configurations

The geometrical features of the investigated FREEDAM beam-to-column joints are
summarized in Table 1 [18], where the following parameters are varied: (1) the number
of bolts of the damper nb; (2) the bolt diameter db; (3) the lever arm of the connection z;
(4) the maximum and the minimum beam section; and (5) the maximum and the minimum
column section.

Table 1. Geometrical features of the investigated FREEDAM joints.

Damper
nb db z Beam Section Column Section

[-] [mm] [mm] Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

D1 4 16 170 IPE 270 IPE 450 HE 240 B HE 240 B
D2 4 20 250 IPE 360 IPE 600 HE 240 B HE 320 M
D3 6 20 250 IPE 400 IPE 600 HE 300 B HE 320 M
D4 8 20 250 IPE 500 IPE 750 × 196+ HE 280 M HE 650 M
D5 8 24 330 IPE 600 IPE 750 × 196+ HE 320 M HE 650 M

According to the scheme reported in Figure 2, the design force of the friction damper
can be derived as follows:

FD,Ed =
M
z

=
m × Mpl,beam

z
(1)

where Mpl,beam is the plastic moment of the beam, and m is the bending utilization factor,
ranging from 0.3 to 0.6. A thorough investigation of the maximum and minimum values of
m has been formerly conducted in [7,18].
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Figure 2. FREEDAM beam-to-column joint: mechanical scheme.

The selection of the minimum value is driven by the consideration that values below
this threshold do not satisfy the sliding resistance requirements of the damper for the
ultimate limit state in non-seismic conditions. The upper limit of m is derived by the
requirement to maintain the beam within the elastic range and enhance the stiffness of the
MRF, ensuring compliance with EC8 criteria concerning drift and P-delta effects.

The friction resistance, on the other hand, is defined as follows:

FD,Rd =
µst,k·ns·nb·Fp

γcreep
(2)
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where Fp is the design bolt preload, ns is the number of friction surfaces, µst,k is the
characteristic static friction coefficient, and γcreep is the safety factor accounting for the loss
of initial preload due to short-term and long-term relaxation phenomena. More details
regarding the meaning of the terms and the suggested values are reported in [19].

After defining the geometric characteristics, the design force of the friction damper,
and the friction resistance, a design chart was created (in collaboration with the FIP MEC
company) where the required damper type is expressed based on the beam section and the
bending utilization factor, as reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Design chart: bending utilization factor and the beam size.

Beam Size
Bending Utilization Factor (m) [-]

m≤0.3 0.3<m≤0.4 0.4<m≤0.5 0.5<m≤0.6

IPE 270 - - D1 D1
IPE 300 - D1 D1 D1
IPE 360 D1 D1 D2 D2
IPE 400 D1 D2 D2 D2
IPE 450 D1 D2 D2 D3
IPE 500 D2 D2 D3 D3
IPE 550 D2 D3 D3 D4
IPE 600 D2 D3 D4 D4

IPE 750 × 147 D3 D4 D5 D5
IPE 750 × 161 D3 D4 D5 D5
IPE 750 × 173 D3 D4 D5 D5

IPE 750 × 196+ D4 D5 D5 D5

The analyzed dampers have been labeled D1A, D2B, D2C, and D3B. In accordance
with Tables 1 and 2, associations were made between devices and the beam and column
sections of the node. In Table 3, the features of the analyzed dampers, i.e., the length of
the column Lcolumn and the half-length of the beam Lbeam/2, are reported. As reported in
Section 1, the simulations involved two configurations of the study setup, characterized
by a different haunch, (1) single-slot haunch and (2) multiple-slot haunch, as reported in
Figure 3. In Table 4, the main dimensions of the various components are reported (haunch,
T-stub, L-stub) with reference to Figure 4.

Table 3. Features of the analyzed dampers.

Assembly Beam Column
Lbeam/2 Lcolumn m Bolts (10.9 class)

[mm] [mm] [-] d nb.d

D1A IPE 270 HE 240 B 3000 3500 0.47 M16 4
D2B IPE 450 HE 360 B 3000 3500 0.47 M20 6
D2C IPE 600 HE 320 M 3000 3500 0.35 M20 8
D3B IPE 550 HE 500 M 3000 3500 0.47 M20 8

Table 4. Dimensions of the upper and lower connections.

Assembly
Haunch T-stub L-stub

bs,H bi,H hH bf,H tf,H tw,H bT hf,T tf,T lT tw,T bL hf,L tf,L lL tw,L
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

D1A 440 251 245 135 15 15 205 170 25 345 20 75 180 20 296 20
D2B 555 424 340 180 20 20 270 190 30 405 25 90 220 30 399 30
D2C 720 504 392 195 30 25 270 210 40 480 30 90 286 35 569 35
D3B 795 582 492 195 30 25 290 250 40 555 30 90 364 45 637 35
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The friction shim has the same width and height as the L-stub web and a thickness
of 8 mm. The hole dimensions for the plates of the various components, given the size of
the bolts, have been calculated according to EN 1993-1-3 standards [20]. The lengths of
the horizontal slotted holes in the multiple-slotted haunches was calculated assuming a
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minimum rotation value of the connection greater than 0.035 radians in order to comply
with highly ductile systems according to [16].

In particular, the rotation value used in the examined configurations was set to 0.04 rad
to provide extra ductility. Given the rotation value, the maximum stroke that each bolt can
undergo was calculated, based on simple geometric considerations. In fact, according to
Figure 5, the maximum stroke per bolt is conservatively equal to the product of the distance
between the center of rotation and the bolts centroid ( d1,b, d2,b) and the predefined rotation
value (φmax). Table 5 reports the half-lengths of the slots obtained according to the previous
assumptions and their design values established with a 1% tolerance to ensure at least
the predefined rotation φmax (Equation (3)), accounting for assembly and manufacturing
defects in the various components of the joint. In other words, the minimum half length of
the single-slotted hole is equal to

dsh.min = φmaxdi.b + dbc/2 (3)

where di.b is the distance between the bolt rows (( d1,b, d2,b) as reported in Figure 5) and the
horizontal axis passing through the center of rotation, and dbc is the bolt hole clearance.
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Table 5. Dimensions of the parts constituting the damper.

Assembly

Half-Lengths of the Slots dsh.min

Upper
[mm]

Lower
[mm]

d1,b
[mm]

d2,b
[mm]

D1A 31.3 38.4 405 495
D2B 26.6 31.0 658 768
D2C 33.5 38.8 960 1090
D3B 32.9 40.2 828 960

3. Finite Element Modeling

The finite element simulations were performed through the software ABAQUS [21]
and the analyses were carried out through a dynamic implicit quasi-static solver. All
components were meshed by means of solid C3D8R elements, an 8-node linear brick with
reduced integration. Mesh sizes were determined through sensitivity analyses, resulting
in maximum dimensions of 5 mm, 10 mm, and 20 mm for bolts, plates, and steel profiles,
respectively. A proper partitioning allowed the use of a structured hex pattern (Figure 6a).
A stress-based mesh refinement algorithm has been implemented in the software.
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The plastic behavior of steel parts was simulated based on the von Mises yield criterion
with combined hardening. The elastic properties and the true stress–true strain curves
for S355 steel grade were established through coupon tests conducted in [22]. The bolts
were modeled by meshing a solid cylinder with the nominal circular gross area of the
bolt. Equivalent true stress–true strain curves for the bolts have been derived from data
presented in [23,24].

The interactions between contacting surfaces (e.g., bolt-to-plates, plate-to-plate) have
been simulated, considering both “Normal” and “Tangential” behaviors. The former was
implemented using the “Hard Contact,” while the latter was modeled differently for steel-
to-steel interfaces and friction pad-to-steel interfaces (Figure 6b). A friction coefficient of
0.3 was employed for steel-to-steel surfaces, while a coefficient of 0.53 has been defined
for the pad. Bolt pre-tensioning was modeled using the “Bolt load” option, applied in
the initial analysis step with no other external actions. The preload in the bolts of the
friction damper was assumed equal to the corresponding design value, while the preload
recommended by EN1993 1–8 [16] was applied to all other bolts. Boundary conditions were
consistently modeled as in [7], namely as follows: (i) the column was pinned at the lower
end, releasing all flexural rotations and vertical displacements at the upper end, allowing
the column to deform freely along its axis; (ii) the beam tip was simply pinned in the
initial step, and the beam was additionally restrained against lateral-torsional buckling by
introducing torsional restraints spaced according to [20]. Monotonic displacement histories
were applied at the beam tip in a vertical direction.

4. Results and Discussion

The results of the FE analyses are shown both in terms of normalized moment–rotation
curves for characterizing the monotonic behavior of the joint in hogging and sagging and
stresses and deformations of the model to determine the onset of local mechanisms and
weak elements. In both cases, a comparison will be made between single-slotted holes and
a multiple-slotted holes.
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The normalized bending moment was defined as

m =
M

Mpl,beam
(4)

where M is the bending moment at the column face.
From Figures 7–10, it is possible to identify the normalized moment–damper rotation

(intended as the rotation of the whole friction device with respect to the center of rotation)
law in four main branches, for both hogging and sagging flexural deformations: (1) the first
elastic branch; (2) the first plateau phase, due to the sliding of the device; (3) the second
elastic phase, whose stiffness depends on the involvement of end-of-stroke engaged bolts;
and (4) the second plateau phase, due to local mechanisms, such as the yielding of the beam
near the haunch (Figure 11a), the yielding of bolted L-Stubs or T-Stubs (Figure 11b), the
tensile failure of bolts connecting T-Stubs (Figure 12) and L-Stubs (Figure 13), the bearing of
the slotted plate following contact with the bolt shank, or the bolt shear failure (Figure 14).
These observations arise from the knowledge of the components constituting the node,
supported by the results of the FE analysis and the findings reported in [18].
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Comparing the results obtained for the single-slotted holes and multiple-slotted holes
models in phase 1, a nearly similar slope can be observed, except for assembly D2B, which
appeared slightly stiffer. Regarding the maximum value in terms of the normalized bending
moment, only assembly D3B showed significantly higher values for hogging in the first
branch. Furthermore, it can be observed that the representative line of the design Bending
Utilization Factor m in all analyzed cases intersects with the first elastic branch, indicating
the effectiveness of the adopted design assumptions. Regarding the second elastic branch,
the multiple-slot haunch joints generally exhibited higher stiffness, due to the involvement
of a greater number of bolts in the end-of-stroke resisting mechanism.

This objective can be pursued by calibrating the hole sizes based on the geometry of
the device and their positions, considering the center of rotation. Without this consideration,
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the result would be comparable to the single-slot model, where the first row of bolts is
predominantly involved. Obviously, this effect becomes more significant as the number
of bolts and slots increase, whose edges act as constraints allowing the bolts to exert their
shearing action. In fact, notable differences can be observed for cases with 6 (D2B) and
8 bolts (D2C, D3B). These results are highlighted in Figures 15–20, where the equivalent
stress state of the bolts at the end of the analysis can be observed. From the performed
analyses, specific quantities describing the behavior of the joints were derived, namely
k1 and k2 as the slopes of the first and second elastic branches, respectively; m1 and m2
as the corresponding normalized bending moment at the maximum rotation achieved in
the first and second elastic branches; and m0.04, which represents the normalized bending
moment at the design rotation. A summary of the monitored mechanical parameters from
FE analyses is reported in Table 6.
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Table 6. Summarized results from the FE analyses.

Haunch (Direction)
k1 k2 m1 m2 m0.04

[rad−1] [rad−1] [-] [-] [-]

D1A

Single (up) 50.62 23.92 0.48 1.17 0.62
Multiple (up) 51.10 35.75 0.48 1.22 0.61
Single (down) 54.77 21.38 0.54 1.11 0.48

Multiple (down) 55.30 36.93 0.48 1.16 0.48

D2B

Single (up) 63.50 35.22 0.47 1.14 0.51
Multiple (up) 61.07 41.82 0.48 1.31 0.53
Single (down) 51.60 38.92 0.48 1.17 0.68

Multiple (down) 94.73 39.95 0.47 1.33 0.54
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Table 6. Cont.

Haunch (Direction)
k1 k2 m1 m2 m0.04

[rad−1] [rad−1] [-] [-] [-]

D2C

Single (up) 66.86 23.11 0.38 0.94 0.38
Multiple (up) 57.15 40.95 0.37 0.97 0.37
Single (down) 74.09 29.73 0.40 1.10 0.46

Multiple (down) 64.70 45.76 0.40 1.17 0.47

D3B

Single (up) 100.76 17.82 0.49 0.78 0.80
Multiple (up) 113.29 28.98 0.48 0.77 0.79
Single (down) 126.88 20.87 0.63 1.59 1.10

Multiple (down) 95.03 35.43 0.64 1.51 0.89

5. Conclusions

This study conducted a detailed parametric analysis using Finite Element (FE) simula-
tions to evaluate the behavior of steel beam-to-column joints equipped with FREEDAM
dampers, with a focus on European Moment Resisting Frames (MRFs). Through rigorous
calibration with experimental data from the RFCS Project FREEDAM, the accuracy of our
simulation results has been ensured. The investigation has led to several key findings:

• The behavior of moment-rotation curves in both hogging and sagging conditions
follows four distinct phases, indicating the critical phases of joint performance.

• Consistent stiffness was observed in the first elastic phase across different assemblies,
with the D2B assembly showing slightly higher stiffness, highlighting the importance
of the assembly configuration.

• Joints with multiple-slot dampers exhibited increased stiffness in the second elastic
phase due to the engagement of a larger number of bolts, underscoring the effective-
ness of the damper design.

• The calibration of hole sizes, tailored to the damper’s geometry and positioning, is crucial
for optimizing performance, emphasizing the need for precise design considerations.

• Based on the insights gained from this research, the primary recommendation is to
carefully size the slots according to the detailed explanations provided in Section 2
with reference to Equation (3).

• Future experimental testing, particularly focusing on multiple-slot configurations, is
advocated to validate these findings and further refine damper designs for enhanced
seismic resilience of steel structures.
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Nomenclature

nb Number of bolts in the damper
db Bolt diameter
z Lever arm of the connection
m Bending utilization factor
Mpl,beam Plastic moment of the beam
FD,Rd Friction resistance
Fp Design bolt preload
ns Number of friction surfaces
µst,k Characteristic static friction coefficient
γcreep Safety factor for the loss of initial preload
Lcolumn Length of the column
Lbeam Length of the beam
bs,H Superior base of the haunch
bi,H Inferior base of the haunch
hH Height of the haunch
b f ,H Base of the haunch flange
t f ,H Thickness of the haunch flange
tw,H Thickness of the web flange
bT Base of the T-stub
h f ,T Height of the T-stub flange
t f ,T Thickness of the T-stub flange
lT Length of the T-stub
tw,T Thickness of the T-stub web
bL Base of the L-stub
h f ,L Height of the L-stub flange
t f ,L Thickness of the L-stub flange
lL Length of the L-stub
tw,L Thickness of the L-stub web
di.b Distance between the center of rotation and the bolts centroid
φmax Design rotation
dbc Bolt hole clearance
dsh.min Half-lengths of the slots
k1 Slope of the first elastic branch
k2 Slope of the second elastic branch
m1 Maximum normalized bending moment (1st branch)
m2 Maximum normalized bending moment (2nd branch)
m0.04 Normalized bending moment at the design rotation
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